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STADIUM BARCELONA CAMP NOU

DURATION 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS

‘Més que un club,’ Barça is Barcelona, Catalan culture, a symbol of resistance, a way of life.
Football lives in the history, the players, the penyas. It lives in La Pulga, in Cruyff, in the Camp
Nou roar where 90,000+ fans worship. This is football as opera. There is no bigger club. 

“The night of Monday November 29, 2010. Mourinho’s league leaders Real Madrid arrived at
Camp Nou in the mood to take El Clásico. But how our Blaugranas shut them down. It was
perfection from Pep and the team, took the breath away, positional play, precision passing and
mental speed that was out of this world. A 5-0 masterclass capped by two magical goals from
David Villa. And we sing ‘Barça, Barça, Baaarça!’” - Jordi, Barcelona Supporters Club 

4 DAY FOOTBALL ADVENTURE IN BARCELONA

ULTIMATE FC
BARCELONA: 

CONTACT HELLO@LOOKINGFC.COM

https://www.seekdharma.com/brands/looking-fc/
mailto:hello@lookingfc.com


WHAT'S 
INCLUDED
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 GAME SEATS1.
The superfan experience in all its passion
and glory.

2. ACCOMODATION
Your accommodations are hand-selected for
each and every game from a portfolio of
rigorously-vetted hotels.  

3. MASTERCLASS
Deep dive into local football culture, led by 
a local personality.

4. ESSENTIAL
An inside look at the legendary stadiums 
of football's greatest cities.

5. WALKING TOUR
Get to know the home team's stomping grounds
with a football-themed city walking tour.

6. HUMAN-FIRST 
You'll learn the songs and cheers to yell with the
Culés in our authentic superfan chant workshop.

7. TRIP CAPTAIN
A Trip Captain is available 24/7 to host and
enhance your experience. 

8. FOOD & DRINKS
Breakfast is included every morning, two curated
group dinners, and one lunch. Plus, we'll celebrate
with a nightly round of drinks on Eric! 
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We begin at our hand-selected hotel. On arrival take a
moment to explore the neighborhood, grab a gintonic, and
get settled in. 

Next, we wander through the Barça barrios that birthed this
most celebrated of clubs. You’ll see signs of Catalan life and
supporters’ shirts on backs all around. Then it's the essential  
experience: a tour of the temple of football itself, the Camp
Nou. From the tunnel to the changing room, the press area to
the trophy cabinets, and the megastore to the pitch itself, this
exclusive tour sets the scene. Next it's tapas, drinks, and
football chat at one of Raval’s best bars. 

At Bar Masia, you’ll join kindred spirits to sample vermut and
chipirones in this Looking FC kick-off experience, and get the
lowdown on the weekend to come with tastes, smells, and
smiles you won’t find anywhere else. Then more food at one
of Raval’s most secret eateries – nothing like the Cantona
connection to open doors! 

We drink, dine and talk Barça – but this is just the beginning!

DAY 1
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Following a proper Catalan breakfast, we go football – and Barça
– crazy! First, it’s burn-the-shoe-leather time as we set the scene
with a guided walk through Barcelona’s iconic neighbourhoods
and see where Barça was formed, the politics, the roots, and what
the team motto "Mes que un club" truly means.

Then we hit Cabo Bar Marina for a proper tapas lunch. Nothing
says Catalan like the laid-back tradition of eating tapas. It can get
noisy, often messy, but always fun. The best part? The bill is on
Eric. Don't forget to try the patatas bravas – a heap of perfectly
fried potatoes topped with a subtly-tangy salsa. Deliciós!

After lunch, Peñya Barcelonista Sant Antoni calls. In Barcelona,
Peñyas (football fan clubs) are everywhere. Sant Antoni is both a
fan club and a social institution where members play darts and
watch the games together. We talk to fans before meeting former
footballer and sports agent, Jorge Santome Freire, for a Catalan
football Masterclass. Then it’s time to raise voices and learn the
chants with the Sant Antoni fans – fully prepped for Sunday's big
game. 

The night is yet young, so after a rest back at The Corner, we’ll hit
San Antoni for fine food and drink as match day momentum
builds. 
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DAY 2
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Most of the day is dedicated to free time – music, museums, 
the beach, food markets, Picasso, Gaudi, the Sagrada Familia,
Tibidabo… whatever takes your fancy, your Trip Captain will help. 

Then it’s football. The matchday vibe is everywhere as groups of
fans philosophise on the game, the players, the team line-up, the
chances and whether the Catalan giants can triumph over their
rivals. Come late afternoon we don our Barcelona shirts and link
up at Plaça de Osca for pre-game snacks and drinks with like-
minded fellow fans as the excitement builds. 

Finally, it’s game time. Welcome to the Camp Nou. Welcome to the
passion. The noise, the flares, the colour, 99,000 fans in this
historic amphitheatre ready to cheer the Blaugrana on. There is
nothing like it. And when the match is done, in proper Barcelona
style, we’ll go out on the town to celebrate, eat, drink and enjoy.

DAY 3
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DAY 4
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It’s the morning after a match like no other. And win or lose (we're
betting for a win), we’ll be on a high. There’s time for a final proper
Catalan breakfast – perhaps a hearty bocadillo of marinated tuna, red
pepper, anchovies and olives – and then it’s goodbyes, to this city of
dreams, to the greatest football team on earth, to Looking FC. 

Until next time!

ADJUSTMENT TO THE ITINERARY: Travel planning is a dynamic art. Things change. 
Restaurants open. Roads close. Looking FC reserves the right to alter or modify the trip itinerary 
at any time for any reason without prior notice as determined by our sole discretion.
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Arrival transportation (planes, trains, and automobiles)
Tours, events and activities outside those noted in the itinerary
Transfers not noted in the itinerary
Any food and drinks outside except where specified / detailed
Personal items and expenses
Tips and gratuities
Any additional services at the hotel (room service, phone calls etc)
Travel Insurance
Anything not listed above
Gratuities for waitstaff and hotel service
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Match Ticket
Three nights hotel accommodation, including breakfast
Three dinners, one lunch, local snacks
Nightly round of drinks (on Eric)
Barcelona footy-themed walking tour
Meet with a group supporting the local community
Camp Nou stadium tour with guide
Drinks and deep dive with local Barcelona FC expert
Fan chant workshop with local supporters
Taste Catalonia’s twist on tapas at a celebrated vermut bar
Return transportation to and from all scheduled activities
Private return airport or train station transfers
Services of Looking FC Trip Captain
Carbon offsets for your whole trip & all local taxes

Looking FC is a bonded ABTA member. ABTA is
the gold standard in consumer protection for
travellers and has been a trusted travel brand for
70 years, supporting high service standards
across the industry. ABTA No. Y6752

100% COVID
REFUND POLICY

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

WHAT’S NOT
INCLUDED

QUESTIONS?
GET IN TOUCH:
hello@lookingfc.com

FAQS
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